Everything you need
to make fine ice cream

Dream Cones
Machinery Catalogue

Quality comes first
It’s easy to find equipment that is cheaper than ours. But
cheaper stuff is cheaper for a reason. You pay less, you
get less. We don’t sell the cheapest equipment--we sell
equipment that works.
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Want to Make Great Ice Cream?
What you need are great machines and great ingredients. What luck, we
have both! Check out our Showcase and Appliance Catalogyue and our Thai
and Italian Ingredient and wafer catalogues. Download from our website:
http://www.dreamcones.com

About Our Chinese Machinery

People always ask:

--“Are your Chinese machines really as good as Italian?”
Our Chinese machines produce similar
quality ice cream with the same overrun
as European machines. The product is
not as firm as European--it must be hardened in a blast freezer.
Chinese machines are slightly more
maintenance prone but cost about 1/3 the
cost of European machines.

Their lower cost and return on investment
can’t be beat.
They require service about twice a year, for
minor problems such as recharging gas.
Our Chinese batch freezers are fully automatic. Just push “start.” The easy-to-read
electronic module shows the progress of the
batch.
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China Pro
China Pro is your biggst bang for the buck.
It is the least expensive machine we can fully
recommend--rugged, durable and lasts for
many years. Our oldest is 8 years and has run
6 days/week.
The two most important components, the
compressor and expansion valve are European. The modern touch panel is easy to use.
We just run it in automatic and have never
used the customized part of th menu.
China Pro also makes granita, or slush. The
latest generation is completely automatic. Just
add the mix, press “go” and in 5-6 minutes,
out comes delicious gelato!
7, 10.5, 15 & 35 L Models Air or Water cooled

Routine maintenance is a snap. The dasher
just pulls out and pops apart for easy cleaning.
The machines are avilable in air or water
cooled, 220 v or 3-phase (recommended).
Most small shops go for the air-cooled,
3-phase model. The heavy dasher motor
likes industrial power.

OUTSTANDING FEATURES
So easy to operate--anyone can learn

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

FOOD GRADE STAINLESS DRUM, DOOR &
DASHER
ELECTRONIC PHASE CONTROLLER
MAGNETIC DOOR SAFTY LOCK
EMERGENCY STOP: Emergency Stop any time
PROTECTIVE FINGER GRATE
DOUBLE SPEED CONTROL: Low speed for gelato, high
for making ice cream.

• BUILT-IN RINSE WATER SPIGOT
• DIGITAL ELECTRONIC MODULE with self-diagnos
ing fault finder
• POWER SUPPLY: 380-430V 3-PHASE
• COOLING: water air•
• REFRIGERANT: R404•EXTERIOR: All stainless
• HEAVY DUTY CASTERR WITH LOCKS

Clean design, low maintenance
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LOW PRICE DOES NOT MEAN LOW QUALITY
Even though China Pro is our least expensive line, it is certainly not the cheapest machine you
can buy. But there is ALWAYS a reason why machinery is cheaper--CHEAPER PARTS. These
translate into more failures, more down time and more expensive repairs. Don’t be fooled!

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
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China Pro 20, 35, 60 & 120 L
Pasteurizer/Homogenizer/Ager
Pasteurizers were originally designed to to kill bacteria. They are
set to raise temperaure to 83° C,
then automaticaly chill, but the
cycle perameters can be manually
set.
The main benefit of a pasteurizer today is to improve texture
and overrun of large batches. After pasteurizing, the aging cycle
cools the base to +4° C injecting
the maximum amount of air with
constant whipping.
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China Pro Combo
Batch-Pasteurizers
5, 8,12 L
Combo machines have an upper pasteurization chamber which decants
into a batch freezer similar to the
conventional models we sell. Combos are best suited for small areas
where space is at a premium.
The mix is added to the top chamber and heated to pasteurization
temperature with constant agitation
which helps evenly heat every part
of the mix. The upper pasteurizing
chamber is easy to access. clean and
maintain. Pasteurizing is easy.
Allow mix to cool for a while, which
also ages it. The mix is then decanted into the batch machine hopper.
Both the pasteurizer and batch processor can operate simultaneously,
allowing you to make ice cream and
also pasteurize the next batch at the
same time.
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China Expert
Our China Pro is a wonderful machine which
we use in all our Asian factories, but The
primary market for China Expert is Europe,
Japan and the USA.
These countries demand the highest quality
and also expect very low maintenance, which
is quite expensive there. Even getting a European tech to add gas can costs a lot.
Whereas China Pro may require gas and/or
small services 2X/year, China Expert requires
gas just once. Over the decades this savings
mounts up. Our first China Expert machine,
purchased 15 years ago, has required only the
replacement of the main bearing—a 2-hour
job, so little service in 15 years! This is quite
amazing as we run it 8 hours/day, 6 days/
week.
When one looks at these machines, it is hard
to tell the difference between them and the
more economically priced line. But China Expert machines cost about 30% more. Why?
Most of the superior quality cannot be seen
from the outside. You can see that the door is
heavier, heavy enough to prevent small leaks.
Another important feature you can see is the
much heavier, more sophisticated, European-quality dasher, which helps inject more air
into the product, relentlessly making it cheaper, batch after batch. The savings per tub is
small—but it adds up.
LEFT: In the ice cream industry, the beater, or
dasher is a big deal. It has a lot to do with air
entrapment, which makes the ice cream lighter, fluffier and also less expensive to make.
The China Expert has its on patented dasher,
long-lsting and highly efficient.
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Our 15-year old China Expert Machine--still one of the best
Another very important advantage of China
Expert batch freezers is their lower extrusion
temperature (-9C), 1.5C lower than the China
Pro—a small difference? No!

POWERFUL REFRIGERATION CAPACITY:
Lower extrusion temperature means
firmer product.

China Expert machines produce a product
firm enough to be placed directly in the display freezer, without the need to blast freeze.
It also reduces potential damage to the finish
while decorating and storing.

DOUBLE SPEED FREEZING:
Low speed freezing for making Italian
gelato, and high speed freezing for making high overrun ice cream.

China Expert equipment is basically European
quality machinery, built in China. When one
goes to the trade shows in Italy, everyone there
knows and respects China Expert.

Digital Control System:
Digital, and programmable control system. Easy operating, accurate freezing
time setting and
safe operation.

SAFE OPERATION:
Safety stop when the door is open.
Emergent Stop Red Button
Finger protection bar at extrusion port

Self-Diagnosing System:
The machine will diagnose the problem by itself and display on the control
screen.
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Startup Manufacturing Packages
These combo packages are available “as is” but of course they can be modified to suit.
Optional -40° C blast freezer freezes tub to display case temperature in about 30 minutes or
rock-hard for storage in about 1 hour. Allows you to harden quickly with smaller unit.
Shop Manufacturing
Startup Kit

Factory Manufacturing
Startup Kit
2 China Pro Batch Frez 15L air cooled 380v/3Ph
1 Pasteurizer 60lt. Air- Cooled 380v/3Ph
2 Blast Freezers AK15-D°C -40C

• 1 China Pro Batch Freez 10L air cooled 380v/3ph
• 1 Blast Freezer AK05-D -40C

INGREDIENTS
About 3 months supply
• 400 bags Gelato Base makes about 15,000 scoops
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

TOOLS

Stainless Tubs for Gelato
Electric hand mixer
Plastic Jug 5lt.
Plastic jug w/lid 2lt.
Electronic scale 5kg.
Whisks
Spatula, plastic 12”
Chef Uniforms

INGREDIENTS
About a 3 month supply
• 720 Bag Gelato Base makes 26,620 scoops

36 pcs.
1 pc.
3 pcs.
6 pcs
1 pcs.
2 pcs.
2 pcs.
3 sets

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

First Order for Ingredients 12% Discount

TOOLS

Stainless Tubs for gelato
Electric Hand mixer
Plastic Jug 5lt.
Plastic Jug w/lid 2lt.
Electronic scale 5kg.
Whisks
Spatula, plastic 12”
Spatula 12”
Chef Uniforms Sets

72 pcs.
1 pcs.
5 pcs.
12 pcs
1 pcs.
4 pcs.
4 pcs.
24 pcs
5

Make gelato in your shop. Low overhead! Sell 200
scoops/day for 100 days at $1.30/80 gr. scoop. Yields
$26,000 gross. Allow 30% for cost/overhead yields
€18,200 net profit. Re-pays investment in less than
4 months.

First Order for Ingredients 20% Discount

Retail Sales Package

Big Retail Sales Package

•
•
•
•

Gerona Display Freezer 16 Flavors
Crepe Maker
Cone Maker
Upright Freezer

•
•
•
•
•

5 Boxes of Tissues
10 Boxes of 4oz. Paper Cup
5 Boxes of 8 Oz. Paper cup
1 Bx of Test spoons (5,000 pcs)
10 Bx of White Spn (1,000 pc)

SHOP ACCESSORIES:

Sell 400 scoops/day for 120 days at €1.30/scoop.
Yields $78,000 gross. Allow 30% cost/overhead
yields $54,600 net profit. Repays investment in
5 months!

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1
1
1
1
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2 Display Freezer Genoa 16 Flavors
1 100cm Thai Cake Display case
1 Crepe Maker
1 Cone Maker
1 Upright glass-door freezer
1 lot of Accessories for shop use
10 Boxes of Tissues
15 Boxes of 4oz. Paper cup
10 Boxes of 8 Oz. Paper cup
2 Bx Test spoons (5,000 pcs)
10 Bx White Spoon 1,000 pc

The Snowman
The Ferrari of European Batch Freezers & Pastrurizers
We could represent any machine company but have
chosen the Snowman for a good reason. It is the best! If
you have the $$ we strongly urge you to buy it.
These machines cost a lot more than Chinese, so why
buy them? Of course there is an answer. First, the
European hermetically sealed compressor, which looks
like a little care motor, is HUGE. It takes two men to lift
them! They last for DECADES and the general manager
told me NONE has EVER failed in the 30-year life of the
company.
!Every part of the machine is incredibly rugged. Circuits are protected by breakers, not fuses. Relays are all
electronic. Ours ran five years before it needed gas.
If you live in a country where maintenance is expensive
and quality service is hard to get, this is the machine for
you!

WHAT ABOUT THE ICE
CREAM?
The “Gelato Master Snowman” batch freezer makes
firmer, dryer ice cream than the Chinese machines,
resulting in better texture and appearance. This is the
result of technical advances, which make the freeze
chamber walls MUCH colder.
Also, the scraper is a really big deal in ice cream production and the best, like this one, are patented.

Gelato Master Snowman
Batch Freezer

The result of these improvements is a dry and creamy
ice cream with stable structure, extruded colder and
ready for sale without further hardening.
Another important result of colder walls and better
dasher is more “overrun” (air) incorporated into the
product, making it cheaper to produce but light, stiff
and fluffy.
The stable micro-crystals obtained through this process
allow a heaping display of “ice cream piles” in trays.
You can see that the control panel is very simple and
easy to use. It is a gorgeous machine and inspires confidence.
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Huge hermetically sealed compressor

Simply Gorgeous!
When discussing machines, a rarely- mentioned feature is beauty.
The Snowman has the beauty of a
Farrari. Its beauty is matched by its
simplicuty of use and excellence of
product.
Most gelato manufacturers, including us, use the fully automatic
mode, which just requires the user
to add product and press “go.”
There are of course several manual
modes.
The patented dasher removes and
disassembles easily for quick cleaning.

The dasher speed adjusts to the
hardening ice cream, leaving the
cylinder with no residue

The soft touch keyboard is easy to read and use. Just five
buttons control all operations.

Very heavy door does not leak.
Large extrusion port, hopper
innger safety grate.
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Everynpart heavily made and
elegantly designed

Snowman Combo Batch/
Pasteurizer
Pasteurizer and Batch
Freezer
This space-saving model includes an upper pasteurizing tank that easily decants into the batch
freezer. The pasteurization control is automatic
but can be programmed.
A buzzer announces that the mixture is ready.
It can be allowed to cool or run immediately.
The temperature of the pasteurizing tank is regulated by a thermostat with a series of sensors.
The heating process is like that of a bain marie.
Two whisks constantly mix the mixture, avoiding the formation of gooey lumps. A second
whisk stirs in the opposite direction and prevents the solid ingredients from following the
main whisk, producing a more homogeneous
mix.
The lower batch chamber is basically a SNOWMAN batch freezer with the same characteristics.

Other High-Quality European Machinery
In addition to the excellent European equipment shown here we also offer a complete line of
combo batch freezers that also produce many other gourmet dessserts. The advnaced programming system allows you to choose betweeen ice cream, cake, pastry creme and chocolate modes
at a single topuch. Have a special job that needs a machine? Let’s talk!
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Our Water Chiller

Reduces Machinery operating cost—improves manufacturing speed
beautiful but it beats the pants off anything else in
terms of price.

Our low-tech water chiller is made by us in Thailand:
Neoprene-insulated, 250 L water tank, 18,000 b.t.u. air
conditioner compressor will run two batch machines
and two pasteurizers at the same time. The air conditioning compressor can be outside wall-mounted like
an ordinary air conditioner.

It comes mounted on a steel frame, but the compressor easily demounts for exterior wall mounting
and it comeswith pop-connector tubing for easy use.
Any air conditioning tech can mout it in minutes.
Includes control relay box and pump. 220v.

We use this chiller in most of our factories. It is rugged
and as relible as any air conditioner. It isn’t fancy or

Soft Serve
Machines

Why do soft serve
machines
vary so much in
price?
There are many parts in
soft serve machines and to
make them all from metal is
expensive. But more metal
parts mean longer life, fewer
breakdowns.
You can see from the photo
RIGHT that OUR machines
are built with the same
rugged parts as our batch
machines. They are not the
cheapest you can find—BUT
THEY KEEP ON WORKING.
New models include
touch-panel controls, voltage and current display, Hi/
Lo voltage warning. Italian
Aspera compressor.
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High-Quality, 2-flavor
SOFT SERVE MACHINES
There are hundreds of soft serve machines on the market but THERE ARE NO BARGINS. Cheap machines
have many plastic parts that break. We don’t sell those.
Our machines have more metal parts and a better
compressor. The more flavors a machine makes, the
greater chance of failure. We limit ours to two flavors.
Machines that do a lot, such as self cleaning, have many
parts/systems and are more failure-prone.

prices affected by add-ons

The least expensive is the Model 138 Basic, with a
non refrigerated hopper.
.
--With cold hopper: Keeps the mix at refrigerator temperatures which retards bacteria and
reduces cleaning time to every 3 days. An important
feature.
--With air pressure pump: Particularly useful
for high-volume operations. A separate pump injects air into the mix, stiffening the scoop, increasing overrun, reducing the amount of mix per scoop
by about 12%. Cost savings on mix becomes significant over time.

Specs for Floor Models
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Compressor: Italian Aspera
Flavors: 2 + twist-mixed
Hopper capacity: 12L x 2
Production: 38L/hr. (380 cones 100 gr. ea.)    
Voltage: 120 or 220V, 50/60Hz
Power 2400 W
Current over/low-voltage protection
Installed power: 2.4kW
Digital display, simple control
Cooling: air
Patent evaporator/beater design
Refrigerant: R134A/R404
Dim MDL 238: 555 x 735 x 1,335mm/160 Kg.
Dim MDL 138: 540 x 735 x 1,425mm/160 Kg
Expansion valve Danish Danfoss
1-YEAR WARRANTY

C---Pre-cooling (second compressor)
S---Stainless steel housing
T---Cylinder Temperature control
P---Air pump
CS-Pre-cooling and Stainless steel
Options: Cone dispenser, Customized front panel   

138
MODEL COLD
EXTRA
HOPPER COMPRESSOR
138
NO
NO
138CL YES
YES
138CS YES
YES
138PCS YES
YES
138 PCL YES
YES
238
NO
NO
238C
YES
YES
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PRESSURE
PUMP
NO
NO
NO
YES
NO
NO
NO

TOUCH
SCEEN
NO
YES
NO
NO
YES
NO
NO

Two-Flavor Plus Mix
Countertop
Soft Serve Machines
ALL MODELS: 2 flavors plus combo of
both in a twist. Makes soft serve, custard or frozen yoghurt. Alarm sounds
when mix is low. Air-cooled, 120/220v,
plug in and run. Allow 15 cm air space
sides and rear.
Two, full-size 6.5L hoppers. It is easy to
clean and very durable. Phase inverter
--quite operation.
ALL MODELS

•Output: 30L/hr.
•220v/50 or 60Hz/15 amp max, air cooled
•Power consumption: 2 kW
•Hopper size 6.5L x2
• 1.6L freeze chamber
•Compressor: ACC 110 watt/1.5 amp
•Expansion valve: Electrolux
•Refrigerant: R404A
•Beater: stainless steel coated with
food grade plastic
•Touch pad control panel
•Voltage protector
•Net wt. 130 Kg, gross: 156 Kg.
•130s Dimensions: 735x55Ox960mm

Model 130

----------------------------------------------------

MODELS 132TC/132BA/132PC
•Dimensions: 740x53Ox910mm

All other features the same as 130S.
COLD HOPPERS reduce mix to +5C, prevents
contamination and extends cleaning time to 3
days.
PRESSURE PUMP injects extra air into mix,
making scoops stiffer, reduces mix cost
MODEL COLD
EXTRA
PRESSURE
HOPPER COMPRESSOR
PUMP
130S
132TC
132BA
132PC

NO
YES
YES
YES

NO
NO
YES
YES

NO
NO
NO
YES

132 MODELS
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Elegant & Inexpensive
Soft Serve Machine
This inexpensive, light-weight, countertop
soft serve machine has a number of advantages over the classic type. It is gorgeous
and does something the old-style machines
just can’t do—

—it displays the ice cream!
The rotating dasher is in constant motion,
attracting attention. The rotating dasher
keeps the product density consistant all the
time.
The temperature range is 0° to -7°C (+32°
to+19°F) and -7°C is perfect for soft serve.
But, by setting the temperature to 0°C, you
can also use it to dispense slush drinks! 6L
hopper, add 5.5L mix What a deal!
Because the product is constently cold, the
machine only needs to be cleaned every 3-4
days, and it is so very easy to disassemble
the simple dispenser.
Comes in one or two flavors,
colors: red, champagne or white.
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SEE OUR
GOOD APPLE HOTEL & RSTAURANT
REFRIGERATION CATALOGUE FOR
MORE INFO AND SPECS
-28° ºC Blast Freezers
MADE IN THAILAND

A blast freezer quickly freezes the ice cream, minimizing ice formation, making the product smoother,
increasing its storage life. But restaurant blasts, which
chill only to-18c are just not cold enough to do the job.
The photos (RIGHT) show one of the blast freezers in
our factory. We ran one unit for a month in our 36ºC
warehouse to try and break it but it did not fail and kept
the required -29ºC cold.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Exterior-Mounted temperature controller
Heavy-Duty, Pull-Type, Flush Door Handles with Cylinder Locks
Fan cutoff: fans stop when doors open
Magnetic Door Gaskets
Foamed-In-Place Urethane Insulation
Wheels with brake, it is easy to move
Self-Contained, Top-Mounted, Refrigeration System
Automatic Defrost
+4º C to -30ºC Operating Range

2 DOORS
4 DOORS
26”W x 77”H x 30”D 53”W x 77”H x 30”D
66 x 196 x 69 cm
135 X 196 X 69 cm
Input 220v : 660W.
1100W
5 shelves
10 shelves
Shelf 55cm (d) x 57cm
Tubs* 60 sm/36 lg 4-dr
36/18 tubs 2-dr
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-40° ºC Blast Freezers
MADE IN CHINA

These extremely powerful freezers are the coldest you
can buy without going to the much more expensive
ammonia-absorption systems as are used by commercial manufacturers. Their larger, more powerful
compressors make them slightly more expensive than
the -28 C blasts but the savings in time and space
more than compensates.
Because they freeze so fast, it is possible to chill
freshly made ice cream to -20 making it ready to sell
in as little as twenty minutes. Therefore a smaller,
counter top unit is often sufficient for many shops,
saving space and increasing countertop area.
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Under Counter Refrigerators
Made in China

These really nice-looking, heavy-duty units come as either refrigerators (chillers) or freezers, with 2 or 3 stainless steel doors or with
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Upright Display Freezers
Italian case assembled in Thailand

Ice cream cakes and rolls, desserts-in-a-cup are best
shown in an upright freezer which can also hold glass
dishes and mugs as well. Uprights utilize vertical space,
so a lot more can be stored per square meter of floor
space.
Italian static freeze case with blowers assembled in
Thailand. Very reasonably priced. We use a lot of these.
• 670/670/1980 mm
• Color: white
• Auto defrost
• interior light
• Backlit top graphics pane
• Removable shelves : 7
• Power: 220v 50/60Hz. 3.5 amp
• Consumption: 750 watt
• Kw/24 hr.: 14
• Nominal temp: -20ºC to -28ºC.
• Cooling: air

This elegant little freezer

is ideal for shops that do not have the floor
space for full-sized glass-door freezers. It
is extremely durable and will last for years
without service, like a little refrigerator. It
is big enough to hold ice cream cakes, rolls
and on-a-stick.
od: 539x469x935
-18 to-25C
Gas: R404
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Dream Cones Kiosk Packages

One of the best ways to start your ice cream business is to open a kiosk in a mall. This is the least
expensive, simplest, most likely to succeed way to get into the ice cream business.
A kiosk takes up little space so the rent is low. The shop girls do not require much training. It is
easy to set up and move. If your first location does not work out, the entire kiosk can be disassembled in a few minutes and relocated. A smallest, simplest, least expensive kiosk is about 10
s.m. and has the following equipment:
•Display Sign stand and work counter
•Display freezer + tubs
•Cash counter
•Cone maker
Larger, more elaborate kiosks are usually designed to fit your space. Seating allows the kiosk
operator to sell sundaes and crepe deserts. In addition, customers sitting and eating ice cream
encour-age others to do buy. Kiosks of 14-18 sm. can also have a soft serve machine.
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Dream Cones Via Veneto 12-15 s.m. Kiosk

The Via Veneto is our next-size kiosk, built in Thailand and shipped to you. It is 15 s.m. and the gelato is made
offsite. As you can see a wide variety of equipment fits into this gorgeous unit allowing a much larger product
line packed into a small space.
By adding a microwave you can offer off-site pre-cooked hot food, soups-a wide variety of pre-cooked meals
allowing the customer to eat before buying dessert.
The standard unit is designed to take a display freezer, cake case also suitable for displaying food, an upright
freezer to display ice cream specialties such as ice cream cakes, rolls.
The cost of this kiosk including the lighting, signs—the complete structure--is about €7,000 plus machinery cost.
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DreamMaxx 32 sm Kiosk

This kiosk has so many advantages! Since it is rectangular, it has much more display area than shops. You
can sell both light food, made offsite, ice cream, soft
serve, pastries and many other fine desserts.
It has lots of counter space, so you can offer coffee,
juice and soft drinks as well as granita. This kiosk,
including EVERYTHING, plus 4 months of ice cream
ingredients is delivered to you in containers, ready for
easy assembly..Best of all, you can move it!

It includes European batch freezer, European cake and
display cases, a -40 C blast, an Italian 3-flavor granita
machine or a 2-flavor countertop soft serve machine,
a 2-group Italian espresso machine, cone maker--SO
MUCH MORE!
With our optional 8-day on-site setup we leave you
ready for your Grand Opening, the freezers full of delicious ice cream and cakes. This is almost a full turnkey operation. Yoiu get so much at a reasonable price!
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Dream Cones Branded Items
For franchisees only
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60 GB of Promotional Photos and Advertising
(franchisees only)
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Want to Know More?
Contact us for price lists and many other files.Visit our factory and many shops in Bangkok or
our manufacturing franchisees in Brunei, UAE, Bangladesh, Lagos, Nigeria, Jazen Saudi, and
Thailand.
A recent Gallup Poll of franchisees in the United States found that over 94% considered themselves successful and that over 75 percent said they would buy their franchise again if they
had it to do over. By contrast, about 80% of all new businesses fail in the first few years. The
failure rate for franchise operations is less than 6%. Franchising takes a lot of the risk and so
much of the stress out of becoming an ice cream entrepreneur. Join our family! Become a
Dream Cones Franchisee.
--Chef Michael
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Gelato-Makers Guide $24.95
How to Manufacture and sell ice cream
360pp SKU 885 871 900 0300

A master, authoritative text about the manufacture
and sale of ice cream, years in the making, with
hundreds of photos, charts and graphs. Just the
Table of Contents alone is seven pages long!
Having spent ten years making and selling gelato,
developed all of the flavors and bases used in the
industry and built ice cream factories all over the
world, there aren’t many people with more experience and expertise than Dr. Greenwald.
Everything you need to know—so much is packed
into this eText! Dozens of photos, charts and
graphs. Comes withmany free recipes and formulas.
But don’t think Gelato Maker’s Guide has dozens
of interesting stories and anecdotes plus chapters
devoted to retail sales, marketing, selecting refrigeration equipment and getting your ice cream
business up and running. There are no other
books on the market as complete as Gelato Maker’s
Guide!
Below is a list of the chapters in the Guide but the chapter titles alone
do not reveal the depth and insights you get on each subject:

Chapter 1: Every Level of Sin
Chapter 2 Composition of Ice Cream
Chapter 3 Opening a Gelato Business
Chapter 4 How Gelato Factory Operates
Chapter 5 Batch Freezers
Chapter 6 Continuous Freezers
Chapter 7 Soft Serve
Chapter 8 Pasteurizers
Chapter 9 Flavors
Chapter 10 Stabilizers & Emulsifiers

Chapter 11 Bases
Chapter 12 Health, Sanitation and Safety
Chapter 13 Freezers
Chapter 14 Packaging
Chapter 15 Decorating
Chapter 16 Sorbets, Sherbets, Ice Drinks
Chapter 17 Ice Cream Specialties
Chapter 18 Semifreddo
Chapter 19 Vegan Specialties
Chapter 20 Formulae & Miscellaneous
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Ice Cream Business Startup Kit
INCLUDES ALL THREE BOOKS! $49.50 USD
The Kit has been complied from more than a
decade of experience in the ice cream business—
you could spend WEEKS searching the internet
for the same information!
The Startup Kit contains solid advice about what
is REALLY important in any business—stuff
you just cannot put in a list. You might end up
spending $50,000 to build a dessert restaurant—
why not spend $49 up front to make sure you
start off right?
The Startup Kit expands your knowledge of
critical areas such as catering, throwing parties, business legal structure and leasing. Just
the leasing chapter alone contains tips that
could save you THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS.

Here’s what’s in
the Guide:
1 GETTING STARTED
2 MAKING THE RIGHT CHOICES
3 NAMING AND BRANDING
4 FINANCING YOUR STARTUP
5 LEGAL STRUCTURE
6 LEASING
7 YOUR BUSINESS PLAN
8 STARTUP COSTS
9 YOUR STAFF
10 MARKETING
11 DISTRIBUTION
12 CATERING
13 BOOKKEEPING

These two books together are worth $52.50 but
for just $49.95 you get ALL THREE BOOKS, the
entire Startup Kit, plus the many free PDF files,
with sample business plans, spread sheets and
other important material!
We are so sure you
will be completely
satisfied with the
Startup Kit that we
will refund your
money within 30
days if you are
not satisfied. Purchase direct from
our website, www.
dreamcones.com and
receive your eBooks
immediately.
Chef Michael

PDF FILE (at end of Guide): Many ice cream
business plan samples and other files
CONTACT: service@dreamcones.com
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